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Intended Audience for the Manual:
This Operators Manual is meant to serve as a guide for users familiar with the operations and
adjustments of an analog detonation meter. This document solely addresses the StanCo Scientific
Digital Detonation Meter Assembly, its features and adjustments. The functions of the
engine itself, as well as interpreting the results, are beyond the scope of this manual.
Introduction:
The Digital Detonation Meter is designed with a number of features that should make it an easy
migration for experienced operators to enjoy:
• Usability:
o

An attractive 2 X 20 line Blue backlit LCD display consistently gives the user
feedback on what the unit is doing, and the current mode of operation.
o A simple 7‐button interface is provided to adjust operating parameters. Some
of these buttons have multiple functions and this is shown clearly on the display
as different modes are entered or modified.
• Backward Compatibility:
o
o

To meet ASTM requirements, all of the analog adjustments that are being made
by the processor are the same as previous analog‐only iterations of this circuit.
This unit is designed to give absolutely the same flexibility of the older analog
systems while adding the convenience of and aesthetics of a digital interface.

• Self‐Contained Hardware:
o Everything required to do the job is contained within a single unit, and only
requires a simple Input Voltage to operate.
o This input voltage can be from a simple un‐regulated power supply in the range
of 7‐40VDC @ 7Watts or greater.
• Additional Outputs:
o The system provides a scaled analog output that has a scale that is settable
within the menu.
o The New Digital Design also allows the interface to a number of industry
standard protocols, including:
▪ 4‐20mA
▪ MODBUS over RS‐485
▪ Other signals coming
• Inquire at StanCo Scientific for details about other protocols
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Front Panel Layout:

Power Button / Power Indicator:
The Power Button enables the circuitry when it is powered on (Indicated by the Power LED
Indicator being lit), and disables all internal circuitry when powered off.
Note that using the power button will power off the internal processor, which will force a reset
of all supporting circuits.
Zero Mode Button / Operational Mode Indicators:
The unit toggles between Zero Mode and Normal Operation by pressing the Zero Button.
The mode that the unit is currently operating in will be shown by the lit indicator LED.
• The “Operate” LED will be lit when in Normal Operation
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• The “Zero” LED will be lit when in Zero Mode
Note – Zero Mode is covered in greater detail later in this manual
Enter Button:
This button is always active. It will allow access to the Menu when in the Home Screen. When
in the Menu, it will allow you to skip to the next mode to adjust.
Meter + Button:
This button is always active. It will allow the Meter set‐point to be increased when in the Home
Screen. When in the Menu, it will allow you to decrement the currently selected adjustment.
Meter ‐ Button:
This button is only active in the Home screen. It will allow the Meter set‐point to be decreased
when in the Home Screen. When in the Menu, it does nothing.
Spread + Button:
This button is always active. It will allow the Spread set‐point to be increased when in the Home
Screen. When in the Menu, it will allow you to increment the currently selected adjustment.
Spread ‐ Button:
This button is only active in the Home screen. It will allow the Meter set‐point to be decreased
when in the Home Screen. When in the Menu, it does nothing.
Display Modes:
Welcome Screen:
When first powered on, the unit will display a Welcome Screen for a few seconds before
resuming Normal Operation as shown:
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Home Screens:
The primary function of the Home Screen is to display the current set‐points for the
Meter and Spread adjustments as shown:

Operating Mode Screens:
The top line of the display will indicate the current operating mode as shown:

The bottom line of the display will indicate the current values for Meter and Spread as shown:
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Menu:
The Menu consists of three screens that allow adjustment of three operating
parameters within the system. The Menu is laid out as follows:

Time Constant Adjustment

Meter Zero Set‐Point:

Output Scale Adjustment:
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Adjustment Descriptions:
The following section describes in detail all of the adjustments that can be made by the StanCo
Scientific Digital Detonation Meter Assembly. Since this design is based off of an analog circuit,
a number of the adjustments are inter‐dependant. For this reason, there will be some
theoretical explanation as to how the signal is electronically modified and will give suggestions
as to how this may be perceived in the resulting measurement.
Meter Adjustment:
• Both the Meter and Spread adjustments are designed to use a scale that is the same as
that which would be displayed by a classic 10‐turn analog potentiometer adjustment,
like that shown below:

• This scale lets you adjust from 0.00 to 9.99.
• The Meter adjustment varies the threshold that the signal has to overcome before the
system will allow the signal to pass to the meter.
Spread Adjustment:
• This scale lets you adjust from 0.00 to 9.99.
• Spread is the sensitivity of the detonation meter expressed in ‘KI (knock meter) divisions per
octane number’. Regardless of spread setting ‘KI (knock meter) divisions per octane number’ may vary
as Octane Numbers change due to changes in engine operating conditions as well as the nature of
octane readings.
Procedure for setting Spread:
1. Operate the engine, using the PRF blend for the selected O.N. level, with standard operating
conditions satisfied.
2. To increase the Spread: Increase the knock meter reading to 80 or more by pressing
the Spread (+) button followed by reducing the knock meter reading to 50 by
pressing the Meter (–) button. Now resume normal operations.
3. To decrease Spread: Decrease the knock meter reading to 20 or less by pressing
the Spread (–) button followed by increasing the knock meter reading to 50 by pressing
the Meter (+) button. Now resume normal operations.
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Time Constant Adjustment
• The Time Constant adjustment will slow the response of the meter to changes in the
knock sensor as the numbers are increased.
• There are six settings that are possible for the Time Constant with 1 being the quickest
responding setting, and 6 being the most “sluggish”.
• With the TC setting of “1” being the standard, the times increase as follows for the
remaining settings:
Setting Time
1 = 1
2 = 4.57
3 = 9.93
4 = 12.364
5 = 19.876
6 = 24.521
Zero Adjustment
• This adjustment can be set from‐100% to +98%
• Note that under normal operating conditions, the zero should be verified periodically
and adjusted if necessary.
• When performing the Zeroing operation, allow the instrument to warm up at least five
minutes before starting the procedure below.
Zeroing Procedure:
1. Press and hold the Zero Button on the front panel so that the LED lights indicating that it is in Zero
Mode.
2. Select the Menu/Enter button to get to the Time Constant adjustment screen, and
adjust it to three.
3. Select the Menu/Enter button to get to the Meter Zero screen and either increase
the offset percentage by pressing upper Spread (+) or decrease the setting by pressing.
upper Meter button (-) until the knock meter needle reaches zero.
4. Press and hold the Zero Button to return from Zero Mode to the Normal Operation mode. Note
that running the Meter can only be done from the Normal Operation screen which returns after 30
seconds of inactivity.
Output Scale Adjustment
• This adjustment can be set from 0% to 99%
• This is an adjustment that lets you scale the full value of the Aux Analog output
that is provided on J31 on the PCB.
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